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HW 9, posted, Deadline:  * Wednesday (tomorrow) 3.00 PM *  
Last Homework J  
 
Please fill in course evaluation. Deadline * Thursday *  
http://www.udel.edu/course-evals 
 
Final Exam: Saturday 7 Feb.  3.30 PM. SHL 100  
 
Example-problems and MC questions for parts covered after mid term * posted on 
course calendar webpage *  
http://jonsundqvist.com/phys133/calender.html 
 
NOTE: During these last lectures, I’m jumping a bit between sections in the book. 
So stay alert during lectures  - Today, Ch. 18; Dark Energy and the fate of the 
Universe! 
 



From the beginning, to the end…  
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Four known forces 
in universe:  

Strong Force 
Electromagnetism 
Weak Force 
Gravity 

Last time.. 
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Yes! 
(Electroweak) 

Maybe  
(GUT) 

Who knows? 
(String Theory) 

Multiverse? (Wednesday) 



Eras:  
Planck  
GUT  
Electroweak 
Particle 
Nucleosynthesis 
Nuclei  
Atoms 
Galaxies  
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Last time.. 



Primary Evidence for the Big Bang 
1.  We have detected the leftover radiation from 

the Big Bang. 
 
2.  The Big Bang theory correctly predicts the 

abundance of helium and other light elements 
in the universe. 
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Last time.. 



The cosmic 
microwave 
background— 
the radiation left 
over from the  
Big Bang— 
was detected by 
Penzias and 
Wilson in 1965. 
 
It’s everywhere… 

Watch the Big Bang yourself! 

Last time.. 

On average ~1% of photons in 
static (analog TV) comes from 
the Big Bang 



Background has 
perfect thermal 
radiation spectrum at 
temperature 2.73 K. 

Expansion of the universe has redshifted thermal radiation 
from the time of its release (~400 000 yr after Big Bang) to 
~1000 times longer wavelength: microwaves. 
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Tip from the 
coach: 
Remember 
Wien’s law! 



Big Bang theory prediction: 75% H, 25% He (by mass) 
Matches observations of nearly primordial gases 
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Mysteries Needing Explanation 

1.  Where does structure come from? 
2.  Why is the overall distribution of matter so 

uniform? 
3.  Why is the density of the universe so close 

to the critical density? 
 
An early episode of rapid inflation can solve all 
three mysteries! 
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Patterns of structure observed latest by Planck show 
us the "seeds" of the universe.  
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Note from the 
coach: Three 
major missions 
measuring CMB in 
ever increasing 
detail, COBE, 
WMAP, PLANCK 



Observed patterns of structure in the universe agree (so far) 
with the "seeds" that the big bang model including inflation, 
dark matter, and dark energy predicts for a flat universe.  





CMB as a frame of reference 

To obtain the CMB maps we’ve viewed before, we first have to subtract this 
component, then the Milky Way’s component. 

The dominant dipole is explained by the Earth moving in the Universe with several 
hundreds of km/s toward the constellation Leo  

(Peebles 1993) 



Lecture Outline 

Chapter 18: 
Dark Matter, 
Dark Energy, 
and the Fate of 
the Universe  
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Unseen Influences 

•  Dark matter: An undetected form of mass that 
emits little or no light but whose existence we 
infer from its gravitational influence 

•  Dark energy: An unknown form of energy that 
seems to be the source of a repulsive force 
causing the expansion of the universe to 
accelerate 
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Contents of Universe 

•  Normal matter: ~ 5% 
–  Normal matter inside stars: ~ 0.5%  
–  Normal matter outside stars: ~ 4.5%  

•  Dark matter: ~ 27% 
•  Dark energy: ~ 68% 
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Science in progress… 

@ESA 



18.4 Dark Energy and the Fate of the 
Universe 

Some goals for learning: 
 
•  What is the evidence for an 

accelerating expansion? 
•  Why is flat geometry 

evidence for dark energy? 
•  What is the fate of the 

universe? 
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Four different evolution paths for the 
Universe  
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Does the universe 
have enough kinetic 
energy to escape its 
own gravitational pull? 
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Fate of a Launched Cannonball 
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“Critical density” of Universe: 

⇢c =
3H2

0
8⇡G

During class we obtained this result locally, using a 
Newtonian dynamics approach. The result turns out to 
be the same if considering Einstein’s theory of 
relativity for the Universe a a whole (“Friedmann 
equation”). 



Critical 
density 
of matter 

Not enough 
dark matter 

Lots of 
dark 
matter 

Fate of universe 
depends on the 
amount of dark 
matter. 
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Amount of matter is on 
~25% of the critical 
density 
 
BUT expansion appears 
to be speeding up!  
àWhite Dwarf Supernovae 
(Standard Candles, Ch. 16) 

 
+CMB indicates critical 
density.   

 
Dark energy? 

Not enough dark 
matter 
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Estimated age depends on both dark matter and 
dark energy. 

old older oldest 
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Thought Question 

Suppose that the universe has more dark matter 
than we think there is today. How would that 
change the age we estimate from the expansion 
rate? 
A.  Estimated age would be older 
B.  Estimated age would be the same 
C.  Estimated age would be younger 
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The brightness of distant white dwarf supernovae 
tells us how much the universe has expanded 
since they exploded. 
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An accelerating universe is the best fit to supernova 
data. 
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Why is flat geometry evidence for dark 
energy? 
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Observations tell us that the total (energy) density of the universe is equal to 
the critical density, a flat Universe, but (including dark matter!) we can only 
account for 30% of that with matter! 
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Einstein’s Cosmological Constant as Dark Energy. 
 
Pre-Hubble, Einstein wanted an eternal, everlasting 
Universe. But his theory predicted otherwise. He 
added a fudge-factor, a cosmological constant, to his 
equations that opposed gravity.  
 
When Hubble discovered the expansion of the 
Universe, Einstein famously called the cosmological 
constant his “greatest blunder”.  
 
Now it’s back...  But in a different context.  
 



What is the fate of the universe? 
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Most astronomers expect that the universe will 
continue expanding forever, as dark energy 
continues to accelerate the expansion!  
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The Ultimate Fate  
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All gas is consumed…  

Big stellar graveyards… 

Merging to black holes.. 

Left with big, cold and ever 
expanding nothingness 

But if cosmological constant not really is a constant, this might all change…. 



Some things we’ve learned  

•  What is the evidence for an accelerating expansion? 
–  An accelerating universe is the best explanation for the distances we 

measure when using white dwarf supernovae as standard candles. 
•  Why is flat geometry evidence for dark energy? 

–  If the overall geometry of the universe is flat, and matter makes up 
only 30% of the energy required to make it so, then we need dark 
energy to make up the remaining energy. 

•  What is the fate of the universe? 
–  Seemingly, the universe will forever expand. 
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